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1ST  OCTOBER

PARENTS

MEET ING  3 :30

 

 

 

 

4TH  OCTOBER

PRIMARY  TR IP

TO  SAGRADA

FAMIL IA

 

 

25TH  OCTOBER

PRESENTAT ION  OF

PROJECTS  3 :30  

 



We were very

busy this week

with the

introduction of

maths and

literacy. We used

many strategies

to assist children

with the learning.  

 

 

BY  MILANA  MAL IAUKAITE  

CLASS  TEACHER

EARLY  YEARS

Students are

working on

mastering the

letters A,B,C & D

as well as the

numbers 1-5.  We

have integrated

yoga, physical

exercise and sign

language into the

curriculum as

well.
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We have

integrated yoga,

physical exercise

and sign

language into the

curriculum



We have started to

read Roald Dahl's

The Twits for our

class book. Mr Twit

has a disgusting

beard.

We have started

both Literacy and

Numeracy classes.

Year 1 and 2 are

concentrating on

counting, while

Year 3 are adding

and subtracting

mentally using

partitioning. In

Literacy we are all

developing the

listening and

sepaking skills we

need to help us 

BY  HELEN  SMART  

LOWER  PRIMARY

 think of interesting

ideas.

In Topic we have

started to think

about the town of

Llinars, and we

went to the square

with the church to

draw some of the

things we saw

there.

We are learning to

look out for street

names and

numbers
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This week we have

been busy sharing

our interests with one

another (and

increasing our

English vocabulary as

a result).  We brought

ME BAGs to school

and we learned:

Jordi loves collecting

rocks, Max is part of a

Casteller club.

Adriana enjoys

skipping. Carla likes

eating pizza.

BY  HARMONY  RUTHERFORD

UPPER  PRIMARY

Nahil plays Minecraft.

Evette likes dancing.

Daria loves reading.

Stef enjoys

photography and

Harmony likes

painting. 
 

We are looking

forward to learning

more about Clara and

Martina next week.
 

We have begun our

biological science

unit. We began by

using our senses to

explore the outdoor

and garden area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check out our self

portraits! Made using

materials we found

during our science

lesson. 
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BY  JACK  BLOUNT

SECONDARY

We have started Business

Studies, we talked about

specialization and division

of labour
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KS3 looked predominently at the natural

world whilst KS4 studied chemistry

Year 7 began looking at the human body

including bones, muscles and tendonds

Year 8 looked at plant cells and their

components

Year 9 explored the world of

photosynthesis and plant reproduction 

Year 10 reminded themselves of the

difference between mixtures and

compounds before moving onto different

types of reactions

English

Mathematics
Year 7 looked at different types of

numbers i.e. integers and decimals before

solving different problems 

Year 8 solved questions about Lowest

Common Denominators (LCM) and

Highest Common Factors (HCF)

Year 9 learnt how to solve problems with

multiple symbols and plus and minus

decimal numbers such as -6.7 + - 7 = and

even moved onto squared and cubed

roots!

Year 10 refreshed their maths mind by

exploring various types of numbers, prime

factors, roots numbers and began looking

at directed numbers

IIn English Language we are working

independently with our texts books to improve

our vocabulary and language skills. In English

Literature, we briefly explored the context of

Elizabethan theatre and The Globe theatre to

understand how Romeo and Juliet would first

have been performed. We also explored the

prologue and looked how Baz Luhrman

brought the story to a modern setting in his

1996 film.

 

Science


